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A new treatment using human immune cells can prevent infections in patients with leukemia who have a weakened immune system due to treatment for their disease.
Therapy Can Prevent Infections in Immunocompromised Patients With Leukemia
T-cell therapy can revolutionize how to treat glioblastoma multiforme (GBM), there is still more research to be done, say investigators, noting that research on CAR T-cell therapy in this setting is ...
Researchers Outline Ongoing Studies, Challenges of CAR T-cell Therapy in GBM
Credit: The Royal Christie NHS Foundation Trust The first proton beam therapy clinical trial in the UK ... chewing and swallowing and problems with hearing. Some patients might need to use a feeding ...
First UK clinical trial in proton beam therapy
Dosing the first patient with GEN-011 represents an exciting milestone for Genocea and the field of neoantigen-targeted T cell therapy,” said Thomas Davis, M.D., the company’s Chief Medical Officer.
Genocea Doses First Patient in Phase 1/2a TiTAN Clinical Trial for GEN-011 Neoantigen-Targeted T cell Therapy
Most patients, however, had longstanding symptoms and had been treated with exercise therapy for either a short period or longer than 12 months ago. Fourth, we observed a substantial spread of ...
Effectiveness of progressive tendon-loading exercise therapy in patients with patellar tendinopathy: a randomised clinical trial
Publication of data evaluating lumbar fusion rates in patients treated adjunctively with the SpinalStim™ device show a 92.7-percent fusion rate.
Publication of Data Shows High Fusion Rate in Patients Treated with PEMF Therapy Using the Orthofix SpinalStim Device
Ehab L. Atallah, MD, discusses the clinical implications of the phase 3 QUAZAR AML-001 trial in acute myeloid leukemia.
Dr. Atallah on the Clinical Implications of the QUAZAR AML-001 Trial in AML
Biogen's recently approved drug Aduhelm has proven that it's possible to make therapies for Alzheimer's disease. Given that a handful of new Alzheimer's drugs are in development, there's a sizable ...
Got $2,500? Check Out These 3 Alzheimer's Therapy Stocks
Dementia can be devastating for patients and caregivers physically, financially and emotionally. One of the emotional burdens is the knowledge that there’s no cure and that your loved ones will ...
New therapy gives hope to dementia patients, their families and caregivers
Bottom Line: The investigational therapeutic ficlatuzumab in combination with chemotherapy showed signs of clinical efficacy ... control," said Andreadis. Patients whose AML relapses or does not ...
Ficlatuzumab plus chemotherapy may benefit patients with relapsed/refractory AML
With more and more states screening for SMA at birth, the study results are important for assessing Zolgensma's benefits when given very early on.
Long-term Zolgensma data backs up gene therapy's use in youngest patients
announced today compelling preliminary clinical data from its stem cell-derived islet cell replacement therapy for patients with type 1 diabetes (T1D). The results reported in a late-breaking ...
ViaCyte Reports Compelling Preliminary Clinical Data from Islet Cell Replacement Therapy for Patients with Type 1 Diabetes
“So that alone, I think, is a reason to think if a patient (is) interested in molecularly selected therapy or clinical trials, it's worth pursuing molecular testing in that front.” Meric-Bernstam ...
Patient Enrollment in Clinical Trials Can Benefit Outcomes and Expand Research
A clinical trial conducted ... reduced major adverse cardiac events for patients after one year. This is a very important advance in the field of cell therapy and in the management of heart ...
Cell therapy improves outcomes for heart failure patients, clinical trial shows
To conduct the study, researchers will utilize the IntraOp® Mobetron® platform modified to deliver precision electron beam therapy at high dose rates to produce the FLASH effect. “Leveraging their ...
IntraOp Announces First Patients Enrolled in FLASH Clinical Trial
© 2021 Insider Inc. and finanzen.net GmbH (Imprint). All rights reserved. Registration on or use of this site constitutes acceptance of our Terms of Service and ...
First in China! Neurophth announced the first patient has been dosed in G.O.L.D. clinical trial for the gene therapy treatment of LHON
A clinical trial conducted ... major adverse cardiac events for patients after one year. "This is a very important advance in the field of cell therapy and in the management of heart failure.
Clinical trial shows cell therapy improves clinical outcomes in heart failure
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